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An poovided to we it is represented thet the FSi omild not find sny abstract for 

Serial 1110, which 4s ettached. The reason is thet it waa miefield, as the FRE 

appears uct $0 have detected dn processing the abstxacts. I have informed the FEI of 

  

ment comeel G14 not get hang up on their misreprneentections 

and then tay to will them ints xeality they would not heave an many algcing abetracts 

wecauee they could find then in the dap duplioste filing they pretends does not exist. 

the duplionte filing is chrondlogical vather then ommerkcal, 

Abeant avy representation that the second get waa searched I appeal the failure 

to geayeh it for copies uf any abstracts missing from the numerical filing.
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EVIDENCE = Fingerprints and palmorinta. palmprints. § . subuitted of suspect; Franklin Frederick Albert Bultemeyer. 
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DJ counsel Bill Cole kept referring to the,abstracts as #cards,” which they are not, 
as this xerox shows. Why he did this I don t know but he persisted in the incorrect 

description after I established that a dupTicate capy was made for duplicate but 

chronological filing. Perhaps to avoid having to praduce the chronological set, as 
a record in itself, separate from the numerical listing? 
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